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Fanuc dc servo motor model 5m pdf

In stock, immediate shipping delivered before 03/11/20 with option DHL Express 24H Продам электродвигатели Япония наличии складе-FANUC-30 653-B205 -FANUC-30-A06B-0653-B005 -FANUC-30 A06B-0503-B202 -FANUC-5 06B-0642-B012-FANUC-5-A06B-0642-B005 -2шт -FANUC-10 5 -FANUC-10-A06B-0651-B012-FANUC-10-A06B-0651-B205 -2шт -FANUC-10
A06B-0651-B211 - FANUC A06B-0502 - B002 23Hm 3 phase 20A- FANUC A06B-0615 – B325, 49 Hm -FANUC-20 -A06B-0652-B005 -FANUC-20 UC-20-0602-225 - FANUC-20 A06B-0652-B012 пульскодером 60-0300-[002] 2500имп.-FANUC A06B-1040-B200 37/45 kWt 156/ 182 A -MG-40-10B 400W, FANUC available without 220V operation: monitor, keyboard, drive, main
traffic (spindle rotation) F. FANUC AC spindle motor: Model 22 Type A02B-1022-B00 Model 15 Type A06B-0813-B004 Axis Engine Y F. FANUC DC Ser Vo Motor Model 30M TypeA06B-1 0653-B005 Drive Drive Drive Store F. FANUC DC Motor Model 20M TYPEA06B-0602-B005A06B-0642- V011-mod. 5M (5.9 nm, -9A,2000 rpm, 151 volts)A06B-0642- V012-mod.5M (5.9 nm, -
9A,2000 rpm, 151 volts)A06B-0652-V012-mod.20M-1 (23 nm, -18A,1500 rpm, 213 volts) A06B-0652- B212-mod.20M - with brakes (5.9 nm, -9A,2000 rpm, 151vol) t) A860-0300-T001-2000A Pulse codera02B-0060-K802-K11780L-0001-0275-03 Transformer 5 kw. KNG-Y6 A802-0001-0275-03 -1.5kut. A06B-0653-B-005, 37 nm. A06B-0652-B-005, 23 nm. A06B-1022-B-1-00, 22/26
kW., 1500/4500 r/minA06B-1006-B100, 5.5/9kWRvo Motor Model 30M, 37 nm., 210volt, 24A,120 rpm.30.Servo 37 nm., 210volt, 24A,1200rpm. - brakeA06-0652-B, 23 nm,213 volts, 18A,1500 rpm06B-0653-B-005, 37 nm.210 volts 1200 rpm, 24AA06B-0651-B-205, 12 nm.165 volts. 1500 rpm,12A A06B-6055-H104A06B-6047-H004A066B-6047-
H004A06B0583A06B0502.Электропривода FANUC FUJITSU TYPE A06 B-6045-H005(H006)-5шт.-FANUC GETTYS Model 30, .06-0603-025 38N-m 131V 35A 1000об 06-0602-025 23N/m 128V 33A 1500об 18,6 tsubo,220V,79/96A,1160/3500 об-HG101-12-HG100-11S1 Блок привода A20B-0008-0241/0207D2 Блок 06-60353 Контроллер Плата управления FANUC 74
Панель оператора Плата A14L-0065-00016 Плата блока питания 20-0005-06907 Плата блока питания 20-1000-00308 Плата 9-03419 Плата интерфейса 20's-0007-003010 Плата'20'-0004-001011 Плата'20'0004-0120'' 12 Плата 20-1000-0570-0513 Плата 20-00314 Плата Пульт управления 13-0125-000416 Электродвигатель 6 -065317 Плата 20-0004-017118
Преобразователь 06-6045-31519 Электропривод 06-6044-010 20 Привод 6-6044001021 Плата 20-0005-0073022 Плата .20-0004-017123 Плата 16-0190-00501/13624 Пред. A6B-9001-S002FANUC 61 Power Unit A14B-0061-B1032 Drive Block A20B-0009-0320/12D3 Power Supply A20B-1000-1000-1 000-0030/02B4 Power supply A20B-1000-0470/03A5 Block A14B-0061-
0026 Block A20B-0008-0430/05A7 BlockИнтерфейс 16-1200-0310/02 9 СЧПУ Fanuc-6 A02B-0060-003310 Плата MASTER -0030/02-11 Плата интерфейса A20B-0007-0090D12 Плата Плата Плата 16 -1200-0420-0615 Плата 16 -1200-0450 -16 Плата 20 -1000-0131-0117 Плата Плата A20B-0007-0090F18 Плата Привод транзисторный 20-0007-0340/0 Плата 6 6 -6047-
00421 Привод транзисторный 6-6047-003FANUC 30001 Плата 2 Плата 16-0190-00503 Плата 20-0004-01704 Плата 16-0190-0061/1 26 Плата 16-0190-0010/37Кб Плата 16-0160-0651FANUC F71 Плата 07112 Плата 20-0006-0060Комплектующие для ЧПУ Fanuc6 (цена договорная): 1.A20B-0008-0540/01A 6pcs 2. A16B-1200-0440-02B 4pcs. A20B-0007-0340/06A
1pc.4.A20B-0007-0090/09F 2pcs 5. A16B-1200-0420/06B 6. A16B-2201-0133/03A 7. A20B-0008-241/027D 8. A16B-1200-0310/03B 1pc. A16B-1000-0030/06C 1.10.A20B-0009-0320/12D 4 11.A20B-0004-0170/010D 1pc.12.A20B-1000-0500/000/0 1A 1pc.13.A20B-0009-0320/11D 1pc.14.BMU 256-1 A87L-0001-0017 11I 1.15.FANUC A06B-6047-H003 Inning Drives 1pc.16
Encoder FANUC A860-0301-T001 2000R 2pcs Bosch block (price contract) 1. PS 2000 - 2pcs. 036 175-106401 - 1pc.3.36177-205401 - 1pc.4. 048379-104401 - 1pc.5 031317-202401 - 1pc.6. 032 887-111401 - 7pcs. 036179-204401 - 1pc.8. 032881-109401 - 1 spindle drive: AO6B-6041-H115 serviceable, full .-feed drive: A06B-6045-H005/006 (5 coordinates, board q transformer
380/120V power unit). Drive FANUC A06B-6045 - N006 -3pc, Drive FANUC A06B-6045-N005., UCI One Coordinator Minsk Experimental Plant - 3PC UCI One Cordinal LIR 510R-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00 00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00 -00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-
00-5B.5A q12B.2A.-12B.2ADriver BOSCH D6120 ERBACH Engine GouldoreXis X,Y,T,B IR320 DriveFeed F.FANUC Controller Board F.FANUC Signal Transformers F.Heidenhain Exe 604/5 SPU Bosch IR320, Equipped with electroshkaf remote control, IR320 noise kit SP500/800 lubricant station complete hydro dispenser: VE6574E31/G24N, BASCH 32MPA Drosseri DKM 6/3
B (12.3 B) 5l/min, R'32MR) KRM 6/382 Valve R'32MR) GH62-11 AirLift 4152550103-2 Grease System Element Device Hydro accumulator element (feeder) Willie Vogel air training node, when collecting the sylphon clutch cylinder balancing button from the control system, somehow (relay, automaton, power supply, contactless and contact sensor, terminal clamp) FANUC electric
motor, various boards, to complete the pancher. Cable, sensor and electric motor fuses: A06B-0652-B-012mod. 20M-1, - 23 nm. A06B-0652-B212 mod .20M, - 23 nm-s brake. A06B-0642-B-011 Mod.5M- 5.9nm., A06B-0642-B-012 Mod.5M- 5.9nm., Kuroda Sensor -A86L-00001-002; AC Spindle Servo Unit A06B-6052-H003;Transformer A80L 0001-0271-03?1.5qt.Transformers
6EV1360-6AK Pit. Convert .-24in,-052-2 to 50гц .220/380, 90 Плата: .20-007-036;63.082.027 питанием;63.82.027 без питания Различные платы, микросхемы, предохранители ЧПУ приводам Фанук8 (905) 698-87-42, 8 (926) 194-15-50 , Петр Никодимович.+375296324866. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. D247850( ) mail.ru - 4 -1 35.9 k General Terms of Use and Customer Information/Model Withdrawal Form/Privacy Policy I. General Terms of Use 1 Basic Terms and Conditions
(1) The following terms and conditions apply to contracts entered into with us via the Internet platform eBay or CATCH. Unless other than agreed, it is inconsistent to include your terms and conditions. 2. For the purposes of the following provisions, the consumer must be any natural person who concludes legal transactions primarily for purposes that cannot be attributed to his
commercial or self-employed professional activities. An entrepreneur is a natural or legal person or partnership with legal power involved in the exercise of independent professional or commercial activities when entering into a legal transaction. Conclusion of the contract set forth in paragraph 2 (1) The subject of the contract is the sale of goods. (2) If an item is listed on eBay or
CATCH on eBay or CATCH, enabling eBay's landing page by eBay or CATCH is a binding offer to enter into a contract for the terms and conditions contained in the item page. (3) The contract is concluded via various online purchasing functions (if provided on each item page) as follows: a) After clicking on the Buy Now button on the item page, you can purchase via the Buy Now
function, log in to your existing eBay account or create an eBay account first. The next step is to go to ship-to, a query mask that already contains stored personal data. You can choose your payment method below. If provided by us, you can place an order as a guest by clicking the corresponding designated button. In the next step, enter your personal data in the destination
query mask and select a payment method. The system then displays the order data as an order overview. If you use an instant payment system (PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay, etc.) as your payment method, you can go to the order summary page on the eBay website or transfer it to your instant payment system provider's website. If a transfer is made to each immediate
payment system, make the appropriate selection or data entry. Finally, on the provider's website,After returning to eBay, your order data will be displayed as an order summary on the eBay website. Before you submit an order, you can choose to review the order summary information again, change it (via the Internet browser feature Back), or cancel the order. By submitting an
order via the corresponding button (Buy, Pay Now or similar name), you will legally declare the accepting of the offer and enter into a contract. b) When you click the Add to Cart button on the Purchase Items page via the Add to Cart function, the items to be purchased will be saved in the Shopping Cart. Shopping basket will be displayed below. You can also access the Shopping
Cart using the corresponding buttons (shopping cart symbols) in the navigation bar and make changes to it at any time. After clicking the Check Out Now or Check Out Safely Now button in the shopping cart view, you can log in to your existing eBay account or create an eBay account first. The next step is to go to ship-to, a query mask that already contains stored personal data.
You can choose your payment method below. If provided by us, you can place an order as a guest by clicking the corresponding designated button. In the next step, enter your personal data in the destination query mask and select a payment method. The system then displays the order data as an order overview. If you use an instant payment system (PayPal, Apple Pay, Google
Pay, etc.) as your payment method, you can go to the order summary page on the eBay website or transfer it to your instant payment system provider's website. If a transfer is made to each immediate payment system, make the appropriate selection or data entry. Finally, after you are directed to return to eBay or on the provider's website for an instant payment system, the eBay
website displays the order data as an order summary. Before you submit an order, you can choose to review the order summary information again, change it (via the Internet browser feature Back), or cancel the order. Legally declare the accepting of an offer and create a contract by submitting an order via the appropriate button (Buy Now, Pay Now, or similar name). c) The Bid
feature allows you to make a bid within the time limit when you can accept our offer at the bid amount (offer period).(Increase steps) If you have set a minimum price, your bid must reach this lowest price. Enter your bid (Maximum Bid) and click the Bid button on the item page to log in to your existing eBay account (or re-create your eBay account). On the next page, you can
review the bid again, change it (via the back function of your Internet browser), or cancel the bid. Declare acceptance of a legally binding offer by submitting a bid using the Confirm button. The contract is concluded on the suspense condition that the bid is the highest bid at the expiration of the offer period. If another bidder bids a bid that exceeds the maximum bid before the end
of the offer period, the bid with a lower bid will expire. d) If you use the Send Bid Quote feature to purchase through the Send Bid Quote function, you have the option to compete with us at the price displayed on the item page. After logging in to an existing eBay account or recreating your eBay account by clicking the Send Quote button on the item page, you can enter an offer on
the next page to select the duration of the offer. After pressing the Confirm Price Proposal button, you can choose to review it (via the Edit Price Proposal feature on the page) or cancel the price proposal on the next page. Submit a binding offer to us by submitting an offer using the Submit Price Proposal button. You will be bound by this offer for up to two days, depending on your
choice. The contract will be concluded when you accept your offer within the validity period specified by you. (4) The process of ordering and sending all information required with the conclusion of the contract will be partially automated by e-mail. Therefore, please send us an email address to make sure it is correct and the reception of the email is technically guaranteed, in
particular, so that the SPAM filter does not prevent them. Section 3 Retention rights, title retention (1) You can exercise the right of retention only if these are claims ad out of the same contract relationship. (2) The goods will remain in the Company's property until the full payment of the purchase price. (3) If you are an entrepreneur, it applies in addition to the following: a) We
reserve ownership of the Goods until all claims a resulting from the current business relationship are completely disconnected. The pledge or transfer of the warranty is not permitted before the transfer of ownership of the reserved goods. b) You can use the goodsResell a regular business course. In this case, you have already yielded us all claims for the amount of the invoice
amount attached to you from resale, we accept the assignment. They are also les expected to collect claims. However, if you do not meet your payment obligations, we reserve the right to collect your claim yourself. c) In the case of mixing with the combination of title-retained products, the Company shall acquire joint ownership of the new product in proportion to the invoice
amount of the goods for which the title is retained for other processed items at the time of processing. d) The Company will accept the publication of securities held at the customer's request to the extent that the company's securities exceed the claim that the feasible value of the Company's securities will be secured by 10% or more. It's up to us to choose the collateral we want to
release. Article 4 There is a legal right of liability for the warranty (1) defect. (2) In the case of used goods, the claim for defect is excluded only if the defect is revealed after the expiration of one year from the delivery of the product. If the defect is clear within one year of delivery of the item, the claim for the defect can be claimed within the statutory limit period of two years from the
delivery of the item. The above restrictions do not apply: - Cultivatable damage caused by us due to injuries to life, body or health and in the event of intentional or gross negligence or other damage. - If the defect is illegally concealed or the quality assurance of the item is accepted. (3) As a consumer, you will be asked to immediately confirm the completion of delivery, obvious
defects and damage to transportation and notify us and our cargo forwarders of any complaints as soon as possible. If you do not comply, this will not affect your statutory warranty claim. (4) If you deviate from the above warranty as long as you are an entrepreneur, a) the quality of the product will be deemed to be only a description of our information and the manufacturer's
products, but other advertising, public promotions, and manufacturer's statements will not apply. b) In the case of a defect, the Company will make a warranty at the Company's discretion by correction or subsequent delivery date. If the defect recedes, you can request a reduction at the time of your choice or withdraw from the contract. In particular, unless other than the nature of
the item, defects, or other circumstances, the correction of the defect is likely to have failed after the second attempt failed. At the time of repair, if it does not meet the purpose of use of the product, there is no need to bear the increase in costs in which the product is moved to a location other than the performance location. c) Warranty periodThe year since the delivery of the
goods. Reduced time limit does not apply: - Damage caused in the event of life, physical or health injury, and intentional or gross negligence or other damage. - In the case of goods that have illegally concealed defects or undersed quality assurance of items - in the case of goods that are used in response to their normal use for the structure and causing the defect - in the case of
a reliable legal claim that has against us in connection with the right of the defect. Article 5 Selection of laws (1) German law applies. For consumers, the choice of this Act applies only to the extent that it does not deprive the consumer of the protection given by the mandatory provisions of the law of the state of residence of the consumer (principle of likability). (2) The provisions
of the United Nations Convention on Resale Rights do not apply expressly. II. Customer Information 1. Seller Vitali Lazarenko Hertenst Identity 40 69181 Gluing Germany Tel: 017664297972 E-mail: v.lasarenko@gmx.de 2. Information on the conclusion of technical step agreements regarding the conclusion of a contract, the options for entering into and modifying the contract itself
are made in accordance with the provisions of our General Terms and Conditions (3. Contract Language, Contract Text Storage 3.1. Contract Language is German. 3.2. Do not save the entire text of the contract. Before submitting an order, the contract data can be printed or stored electronically via the print function of the browser. Upon receipt of the order, the order data,
information legally required for the distance agreement, and general terms and conditions will be sent to you again by e-mail. 4. Essential characteristics of goods or services The essential characteristics of goods and/or services can be found in their respective offers. 5. Prices and payment methods 5.1.The prices and shipping costs listed in each offer represent the total price. All
price components, including all applicable taxes, are included. 5.2. Shipping is not included in the purchase price. These can be accessed on our website or via the buttons specified in response to each offer and will appear separately during the ordering process and will be further borne by you unless free delivery is promised. 5.3. Payment methods available to you will be
displayed on our website or under the appropriate buttons on each plan. If you see it in the online order process, you can also use Apple Pay or Google Pay as your payment method. 5.4. Unless other than specifically stated in the individual payment methods,Payment is required immediately from the conclusion of the contract. 6. Terms of Delivery 6.1.Terms of delivery, delivery
date, and existing shipping restrictions are under the corresponding designated buttons on our website or in each plan. Goods will be delivered within 3-5 days of the conclusion of the contract unless otherly specified in each offer or the corresponding designated button (but only after the date of the payment order if prepayment is agreed). 6.2. As long as you are a consumer, the
risk of accidental loss or accidental deterioration of goods during shipment is not passed on to you, whether insured or uninsinsed, until the goods are handed over during shipment. This does not apply if you independently entrust a shipping company that is not specified by an entrepreneur or an individual designated to perform a shipment. If you are an entrepreneur, delivery and
dispatch will put you at risk. 7. Liability for this defect Liability for the defect complies with the Warranty regulation (Part 1) of the Company's General Terms of Use. Last Updated: 26.02.2020 Sample drawer form (fill out this form and send it back if you want to cancel your contract) - Vitali Lazarenko, Hertenstol 40, 69181 Glue, E-mail address: v.lasarenko@gmx.de : - I/I( Name -
Consumer Address - If you participate in the eBay Plus program with consumer signatures (for communication paper only), commercial buyers (who purchased eBay Plus members of items listed on eBay Plus) can also use the drawer form. Privacy Policy Except as specifically provided below, the provision of your personal data is not required by law or contract, or is required to
enter into a contract. There is no obligation to provide data. Failure to deploy has no effect. This applies only to the extent that no other instructions have been given in subsequent processing operations. Personal Data means information about a identified or identifyable natural person. Responsibility Please contact us upon request. Data controller contact details can be found in
our imprint. Collection, processing and disclosure of personal data at the time of order We collect and process your data at the time of the order.We will only collect data to the extent necessary to fulfill and process your order and to process your inquiry. Data must be provided to enter into a contract. Non-resaling means that a contract cannot be concluded. Processing is carried
out on the basis of the art 6 seconds 1 lighting and is necessary for the performance of the contract with you. For example, data is passed to carriers, dropship providers, payment service providers, order processing service providers, selected IT service providers, and so on. In either case, we will comply with legal requirements. The range of data transfer is limited to a minimum.
The use of All PayPal PayPal transactions is subject to the PayPal Privacy Policy. It can be found within the storage period After the contract processing is completed, the data is first stored during the warranty period and then deleted after expiration unless you take into account the legal retention period, especially tax and commercial law, and then agree to subsequent
processing and use. If legal requirements are met, you have the right to access, modify, delete, restrict processing, and data portability under the GDPR of Articles 15-20. In addition, under Article 21 GDPR, you have the right to object to article 6(1) processing under the GDPR and processing for direct marketing purposes. You have the right to file a complaint with the supervisory
authority under Article 77 GDPR if you think the processing of your personal data is not legal. Right to object The processing of personal data described here is If it is based on our legitimate interests under the GDPR of 6 seconds 1, you have the right to object to these processing operations in the future for reasons arising out of your specific circumstances. Processing of
expected data will terminate unless we can prove a compelling and legitimate basis for processing that exceeds your interests, rights and freedoms, or if you act as a claim, exercise, or defend a legal claim after an objection has been made. If your personal data processing is performed for direct marketing purposes, you may object to this process by notifying us at any time. After
you file an objection, we will terminate the processing of the data involved for direct marketing purposes. Updated: 23.10.2019 General Terms of Use and Customer Information //Privacy Policy I. General Terms of Use 1 Basic Terms and Conditions (1) The following terms and conditions apply to contracts entered into with us as providers (Vitali Lasarenko) via eBay or the catch by
eBay Internet Platform: Unless other than agreed, the content of your terms and conditions, if applicable, will apply. 2. For the purposes of the following rules, the consumer must be any natural person who concludes legal transactions primarily for purposes that cannot be attributed to his commercial or self-employed professional activities. Entrepreneurs are partnerships with legal
entities or legal authorities with natural or legal authority to be involved in the exercise of independent professional or commercial activities when entering into legal transactions. (2) If your product is listed on eBay or CATCH on eBay or CATCH, enabling eBay or CATCHby eBay landing pages is a binding offer to enter into an agreement on the terms and conditions of the item
page. (3) The contract is concluded through various online purchasing functions (if provided on each item page): a) After clicking the Buy Now button on the item page, you can purchase using the Buy Now function and log in to your existing eBay account or re-create your eBay account first. The next step is to go to the query form Send to where the saved personal data has
already been entered. You can choose your payment method below. If provided by us, you can place an order as a guest instead by clicking the corresponding button. In the next step, enter your personal data in the destination query mask and select a payment method. The system then displays the order data as an order overview. If you use an instant payment system (PayPal,
Apple Pay, Google Pay, etc.) as your payment method, you can go to the order summary page on the eBay website or transfer it to your instant payment system provider's website. If a transfer is made to each immediate payment system, make the appropriate selection or data entry. Finally, after you are redirected to eBay or on the provider's website for an instant payment
system, the eBay website displays the order data as an order summary. Before you submit an order, you can choose to review the order summary information again, change it (via the Internet browser feature Back), or cancel the order. Submit your order via the appropriate buttons (e.e. Buy or Pay Now)(b) Click the Add to Cart button on the Products page to purchase via the
Buy Cart function, and the items to be purchased will be stored in the Shopping Cart. Shopping basket will be displayed below. You can also access the Shopping Cart using the corresponding buttons (shopping cart symbols) in the navigation bar and make changes to it at any time. After clicking the Check Out or Check Out Safely Now button in the shopping cart view, you can
log in to your existing Bay account or create an eBay account first. The next step is to go to ship-to, a query mask that already contains stored personal data. You can choose your payment method below. If provided by us, you can place an order as a guest instead by clicking the corresponding button. In the next step, enter your personal data in the destination query mask and
select a payment method. The system then displays the order data as an order overview. If you use an instant payment system (PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay, etc.) as your payment method, you can go to the order summary page on the eBay website or transfer it to your instant payment system provider's website. If a transfer is made to each immediate payment system, make
the appropriate selection or data entry. Finally, after you are redirected to eBay or on the provider's website for an instant payment system, the eBay website displays the order data as an order summary. Before you submit an order, you can choose to review the order summary information again, change it (via the Internet browser feature Back), or cancel the order. Declare the
accepting of the offer by binding means that the contract has been concluded by submitting an order via the appropriate button (Buy Now, Buy Now, Pay Now or similarly specified). As long as you set a minimum price, your bid must reach this minimum price in order to be considered. Enter your bid (Maximum Bid) and click the Bid button on the item page to log in to your existing
eBay account (or re-create your eBay account). On the next page, you may want to reconfirm and change your bid (andBack in your Internet browser) or cancel your bid. Declare acceptance of a legally binding offer by submitting a bid via the Confirm button. If another bidder bids a bid that exceeds the maximum bid before the end of the offer period, the bid will expire. After you
log in to an existing eBay account or re-create your eBay account by clicking the Send Quote button on the item page, you can enter an offer on the next page to select how long you want to apply the offer. After pressing the Confirm Price Proposal button, you can choose to review it (via the Edit Price Proposal feature on the page) or cancel the price proposal on the next page.
Submit a binding offer to us by submitting an offer using the Submit Price Proposal button. You will be bound by this offer for up to two days, depending on your choice. The contract will be concluded when you accept your offer within the validity period specified by you. (4) The process of ordering and sending all information required with the conclusion of the contract will be
partially automated by e-mail. Therefore, you must ensure that your e-mail address is correct and that you are technically guaranteed to receive e-mail, and that it is not specifically prevented by spam filters. (2) The goods will remain in the Company's property until the full payment of the purchase price. (3) If you are an entrepreneur, you shall add and apply the following: a) We
reserve a title for the Product until all claims a resulting from the current business relationship are completely suspended. No pledge or security transfer is permitted prior to the transfer of ownership of the goods subject to title retention. In this case, you have already ceded to us all charges for the charges you will add to you from the resale, we will accept the assignment. They are
also les expected to collect claims. However, we reserve the right to collect your claims yourself unless you meet your payment obligations.The Company will be subject to the release of securities up to the customer's request, beyond the claim that the feasible value of the Company's securities will be at least 10% of the invoice value of the goods subject to the retention of titles
for other processed products during processing. It is the Company's responsibility to select the collateral to be made public. (2) In the case of used goods, the claim for defect is excluded only if the defect is revealed after the delivery of the item after the expiration of one year. If the defect is clear within one year of delivery of the item, the claim for the defect can be claimed within
the statutory limit period of two years from the delivery of the item. The above restrictions do not apply: - Damages arising from the Company arising from life, body or health and other damages caused by intentional or gross negligence;- as long as the defect has been fraudulently concealed or the quality of the item is under warranty; (3) As a consumer, you will be asked to
immediately confirm the completion of delivery, obvious defects and damage to transportation and notify us and our cargo forwarders of any complaints as soon as possible. If you do not comply, this will not affect your statutory warranty claim. (4) If you are a company, deviate from the above warranty policy: a) The quality of the Product shall be deemed to be only a description of
our information and the manufacturer's products, but will not be described by other advertisements, public advertisements, or manufacturers, and in the event of a defect, we will, at our discretion, provide the warranty by correction or subsequent delivery date. If the defect recedes, you can request a reduction at the time of your choice or withdraw from the contract. In particular,
unless other specifically stated by the item or defect or other circumstances, the correction of the defect is likely to have failed after the second attempt has failed. During repair, if the shipment of the goods does not correspond to the intended use of the goods, you do not have to bear the increased cost of shipping the goods to a location other than the place of implementation.
Shortening of the time limit does not apply:- Legal damages attributable to us as a result of life, body or health and other damages caused by intentional or gross negligence;- if you fraudulently conceal a defect or assume a warranty for the quality of the item;You have against us in connection with the right of defect .- 5 choice of law (1) German law applies. For consumers, the
choice of this Act applies only to the extent that it does not deprive the consumer of the protection given by the mandatory provisions of the law of the state of residence of the consumer (principle of favorability). (2) The provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Resale of Contracts do not expressly apply. Customer Information 1. The seller's identity is Vitali
Lazarenkoherten str. 4069181 GlueGermanyPhone: 017664297972E-mail: v.lasarenko@gmx.de2.Technical steps regarding the conclusion of an information agreement, the conclusion and modification options of the contract itself are made in accordance with the provisions of the Conclusion of a Contract in our General Terms of Use (Part I.). 3. Contract language, Contract text
storage 3.1. The contract language is German .3.2. Do not save the entire text of the contract. Before submitting an order, the contract data can be printed or stored electronically via the print function of the browser. When you receive the purchase order, the order data, legal information required for the distance agreement, and general terms and conditions will be sent to you
again by e-mail. Basic characteristics of goods or services The essential characteristics of goods and services can be described in their respective offers. Price and payment method 5.1. The prices and shipping costs listed in each offer represent the total price. All price components, including all applicable taxes, are included. Shipping is not included in the purchase price. These
services can be accessed via our website or the corresponding buttons on each plan and will be displayed individually during the ordering process and will be further borne by you unless free shipping is promised. The payment methods available to you will be displayed on our website or under the appropriate buttons on each plan. If you see it in the online order process, you can
also use Apple Pay or Google Pay as your payment method. Unless other specifically stated with regard to individual payment methods, the right to pay under the agreement must be paid immediately. Terms of delivery, delivery times and existing shipping restrictions can be found on our website or under the corresponding designated buttons on each offer. As long as youThe
risk of accidental loss or accidental deterioration of the goods sold during shipment is regulated by law to pass on to you only at the time of delivery of the goods, regardless of whether the shipment is insured or uninsinsed. This does not apply if you independently entrust a shipping company that is not specified by an entrepreneur or an individual designated to perform a
shipment. If you are an entrepreneur, delivery and dispatch will put you at risk. Liability for Defects Liability for Defects complies with the Warranty rules of our General Terms of Use (Part I): 26.02.2020Model Withdrawal Form (if you want to withdraw from the contract, please fill out this form and send it back). - Vitali Lazarenko, Hertenst 40,69181 Glue, E-mail address:
v.lasarenko@gmx.de :- Cancel i/ We/us regarding the purchase of the following items, the following services are provided (.) - Orders / Consumers' consumer signature names (for communications paper only) If you participate in the eBay Plus Program, commercial buyers (who purchased eBay Plus members of items listed on eBay Plus) may also use the pull-out form. Privacy
Policy Unless other information provided below, the provision of your personal data is not required by law or contract, or is required to enter into a contract. There is no obligation to provide data. There are no non-provisioning results. This applies only if no other instructions were made in subsequent processing operations. Personal Data means information about a identified or
identifyable natural person. Responsibility Please contact us up on request. The data manager's contact information can be stored in our imprint. The collection, processing and transfer of personal data at the time of order only collects and processes your personal information at the time of order, as long as it is necessary to fulfill, process and process your order and process your
inquiry. Data must be provided to enter into a contract. Non-resaling means that a contract cannot be concluded. The process is handled by Art. 6 seconds 1 lit.b is based on the GDPR and is required to fulfill the contract with you. For example, data is passed to carriers, dropship providers, payment service providers, order processing service providers, selected IT service
providers, and so on. InchesWe also strictly comply with legal requirements. The range of data transfer is limited to a minimum. These can be found under storage After full contract processing, the data is stored first during the warranty period and then taken into account the legal retention period, especially tax and commercial law, and then deleted after expiration unless you
agree to further processing and use. Data Subject Rights You have the right under the GDPR of Articles 15-20, if legal requirements are met: access, correction rights, the right to object to processing under Article 21(1) THE GDPR, and the right to process them directly for marketing purposes. Objection rights based on the processing of personal data described here on the basis
of our legitimate interests under the arts 1. f GDPR, you have the right to object to these processing operations at any time in the future for reasons arising out of your specific circumstances. Processing of expected data will terminate unless we can prove a compelling and legitimate basis for processing that exceeds your interests, rights and freedoms, or where processing helps
you claim, exercise or defend a legal claim after an objection has been made. If your personal data processing is performed for direct marketing purposes, you may object to this process by notifying us at any time. After you file an objection, we will terminate the processing of the data involved for direct marketing purposes. Last Update: 23.10.2019 Withdrawal Rights You have the
right to withdraw from this agreement within 14 days without any reason. The draw period, if you have one, is 14 days from the date you or a third party who is not the carrier owns the goods. - If you or a third party other than the carrier order multiple goods in the context of one order and deliver them individually, you own the last item. In order to exercise your right to withdraw,
you must contact us (Vitali Lazarenko,7, 69181 Leimen, Tel: 017664297972, Email address: v.lasarenko@gmx.de) by a clear statement (e.g. mail, fax or letter sent by email) informs you about your decision to withdraw from this agreement. In order to comply with the drawer period, it is sufficient to send a notice of the exercise of the right of the drawer before the expiration of the
drawer period. If you withdraw from this Agreement as a result of cancellation, we will refund all payments you receive, including additional costs due to the choice of delivery of any type other than the cheapest standard delivery we offer, within 14 days of receiving notice of cancellation of this Agreement, not publicly available, but at least within 14 days. For this refund, we will use
the same payment method you used for the original transaction unless you expressly agree to it. Under no circumstances will you be charged a fee for this payment. You can refuse a refund until you return the item or provide evidence of the return of the item. Your item must be returned or handed over to us or Vitali Lasarenko, Vitelsbachlee 7, 69181 adhesive. The deadline will



be met if the goods are sent before the 14th deadline. We will bear the direct cost of returning parcel-enabled products and the direct return costs of items that cannot be shipped. The cost of non-packaged items is estimated to be up to about 150 euros. You must pay the loss of the value of the goods only if this value loss is due to the handling of goods that are not necessary to
check the nature, characteristics and function of the goods. Reasons for exclusion or repudiation The right to a drawer does not apply to contracts for delivery of goods that have not been manufactured in advance and for manufacturing where individual consumers' individual selections or decisions are decisive or clearly tailored to the personal needs of consumers. - For the
supply of goods that can be ruined immediately, or that the expiration date is immediately exceeded, - for the offer of newspapers, periodicals, magazines, excluding subscription agreements. The right to a drawer expires early in the case of a contract - for the delivery of sealed goods that are not suitable for return for health protection or hygiene reasons.If their seals are removed
after delivery. - For the supply of goods, if they were even mixed with other goods cut after delivery due to their nature - for the supply of sound or video recording or computer software in the sealed package if the seal was removed after delivery. The model drawer form can be found under our General Terms of Use/Customer Information. The draw period is 14 days from the date
specified by you or a third party named by you. If you are not the carrier that owns the goods, order one or more items in the context of a single order and ensure that they are delivered in a single order. In order to exercise your right to withdraw, you must inform us of your decision to withdraw from this agreement by a clear statement (e.g., by mail, fax or e-mail) (Vitali Lazarenko,
Wittelsbach Rally 7, 69181 Raimen, Tel: 017664297972, e-mail address: v.lasarenko@gmx.de). You can use the pull-off form for the attached model, but it is not required. In order to comply with the drawer period, you must send notice of the exercise of the right of the drawer before the expiration of the drawer period. As a result of withdrawal, if you withdraw from this agreement,
we will refund all payments received from you (unless you choose a different type of delivery than the cheapest standard delivery we offer), not unpublished, and within 14 days of the date you receive the withdrawal notice at the latest. For this refund, we will use the same payment method you used for the original transaction unless you expressly agree to it. Under no
circumstances will you be charged a fee for this payment. You can refuse a refund until you return the item or provide evidence of the return of the item. Your item must be returned or handed over to us or Vitali Lasarenko, Vitelsbachlee 7, 69181 adhesive. The deadline will be met if the goods are sent before the 14th deadline. WearDirect cost of returning goods from parcel to
package and direct cost of returning non-packaged items. The cost of non-packaged items is estimated to be up to about 150 euros. You must pay the loss of the value of the goods only if this value loss is due to the handling of goods that are not necessary to check the nature, characteristics and function of the goods. Reasons for exclusion or confiscation The right to pull out
does not apply to contracts regarding the delivery of unfabnbed goods and the determination of individual selections or decisions by consumers or manufacturing that clearly meets the personal needs of consumers. The rights to magazines, magazines, and drawers, excluding the subscription agreement, expire early in the case of a seal delivery contract that is not suitable for
return due to health protection or hygiene reasons if the seal is removed after delivery. If the seal has been removed after delivery. The sample drawer form is under the General Terms of Use/Customer Information. Terms of Use/Customer Information.
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